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The recent sharp drop in the cost of photovoltaic (PV) electricity
generation accompanied by globally rapidly increasing investment
in PV plants calls for new planning and management tools for
large-scale distributed solar networks. Of major importance are
methods to overcome intermittency of solar electricity, i.e., to
provide dispatchable electricity at minimal costs. We find that
pairs of electricity generation capacity G and storage S that give
dispatchable electricity and are minimal with respect to S for a
given G exhibit a smooth relationship of mutual substitutability
between G and S. These isolines between G and S support the
solving of several tasks, including the optimal sizing of generation
capacity and storage, optimal siting of solar parks, optimal connections of solar parks across time zones for minimizing intermittency, and management of storage in situations of far below
average insolation to provide dispatchable electricity. G−S isolines
allow determining the cost-optimal pair (G,S) as a function of the
cost ratio of G and S. G−S isolines provide a method for evaluating
the effect of geographic spread and time zone coverage on costs
of solar electricity.
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lectricity from photovoltaics (PV) has achieved competitiveness in several regions and countries (1, 2). Due to rapidly
decreasing manufacturing costs, the 2010s are predicted to be
characterized by ongoing grid-parity events for 75–90% of the
global electricity market (2–4). PV is the fastest-growing electricity technology. Between 1976 and 2013, global installed PV
has grown by a factor of 2 every 2 y (5). With each doubling, costs
have decreased by 20% (2, 6). Construction of large-scale solar
installations has begun worldwide (1, 6–10); e.g., in 2013 developers in Spain applied for permits to construct 37.5 gigawatt
peak. During peak periods, this would cover almost 10% of the
EU27 load at costs of $0.07 to $0.08 per kilowatt hour.
The intermittent nature of solar energy appears to be the main
remaining hindrance to widespread solar electricity generation.
Intermittency can be mitigated or overcome through distributed
solar networks (11–19). Establishing such networks is a natural
next step if such networks can provide dispatchable electricity at
low costs. Research groups and large industrial consortia have
proposed several continental and transcontinental solar networks, including Desertec EUMENA (connecting Europe,
North Africa, and the Middle East) (13, 16), an Asian−Australian energy infrastructure (14, 15), and the “US Solar Grand
Plan” (12, 20), a predominantly renewable energy supply system
using high-insolation areas in the US Southwest. These networks
all still need large amounts of overcapacity and storage, even if
solar, wind, and geothermal are combined (19, 21–24). A recent
study designed to meet 1/5 of the US electricity demand from
solar and wind includes overcapacity at up to 3 times the load
(19, 21). Hence, methods are urgently needed that minimize
costs through optimal site selection across time zones and
through precise optimization of the necessary generation capacity G and storage S.
www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1316781112

This paper discusses and uses the finding that the relationship
between any feasible capacity G (sufficient to meet the load) and
the corresponding minimum storage S required to meet a given
load with this capacity has the form of smooth isolines that can
be precisely calculated and mathematically approximated with
analytic functions. This relationship holds for small and large
individual sites and for networks of geographically distributed
sites. A G−S isoline is the minimal curve along which a constant
or variable load is met; it is the lower boundary of the feasible
area of all G and S that allows meeting that load. It visualizes
feasible minimum combinations of G and S, here referred to as
“feasible pairs” (G,S). Fig 1 shows G−S isolines for one location
and five network configurations (Table 1) for a constant load of
1MW. Here we use a constant load, as this facilitates comparison of
sites and configurations, but isolines for a variable load with the
same yearly consumption give very similar numbers and the same
isoline relationship between G and S (SI Materials and Methods and
Figs. S1 and S2). Along an isoline, increasing S decreases the required G by evening out daily and seasonal intermittency, while
adding G reduces the required S by meeting the load directly also
shortly after sunrise and before sunset (11, 19, 21).
Cost optimization involving (G,S) requires hourly insolation
values at each site. Ideal is a consistent global data set of hourly
insolation over at least 10 y at good spatial resolution (11, 24,
25). The NASA Solar Sizer data used here (26) come close by
providing daily insolation for 20 y for a global grid of 1° × 1°, i.e.,
with cells of 1° × 1°. Each site used here is represented by one
cell. The method proposed in ref. 11 processes these data into
hourly values (SI Materials and Methods and Fig. S3).
While isolines between production factors are broadly used in
microeconomics, it is not self-evident that solar insolation—which is
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Fig. 1. G−S isolines for a site in the Mojave, the North American network
NA3, and four Pan-American configurations (per 1 MW of load) (Table 1).

G−S isolines provide a simple, intuitive visualization of the
suitability of different combinations of solar sites taking into
account their geographic spread, time zone coverage, difference
between summer and winter insolation, and attenuation. Fig. 1
shows G−S isolines for five distributed configurations of solar
sites (Table 1) for a constant load of 1 MW. Isolines of productive high-insolation configurations are located in the lower
left corner of the G−S coordinate system; less productive combinations are in the upper right. Hence, G−S isolines are an
effective tool to support optimized site selection and to support
the optimizing of electricity costs for both large-scale dispersed
networks and small installations.
We discuss three applications of G−S isolines: first, the identification of maximum and minimum values of G and S across
both the length of the time period and the size of the geographical area considered; second, tradeoffs between generation
capacity or storage and transmission lines (configurations covering larger areas require lower values of G and S but need
longer transmission lines); and third, storage power and combination and management of various storage types.
Results

governed by attenuation and the overlap of the daily and seasonal cycles—will yield a smooth tradeoff between G and S. We
found that this relationship holds for linear loads and for real
hourly loads with considerable variation that fluctuate rapidly
over time (SI Materials and Methods, Fig. S1, and the evaluation
of that load in Fig. S2). The isoline relationship holds for hourly
and daily insolation data in a 10 km × 10 km grid, for insolation
from an isolated location with irradiation data at 10-min intervals and for arbitrary connections between up to 240 1° × 1°
locations distributed over the whole globe, including Arctic and
Antarctic locations with 6 mo of night (Fig. S4). Global networks
can overlay different rhythms of day and night such that the
network always has a high amount of radiation (Fig. S5). A
combination of locations without night would be expected to
hide or at least distort the hyperbolic shape of the respective
isoline as the cosine pattern of daily solar radiation (27) is almost
hidden under the overlay of manifold daily patterns. It is thus
remarkable that G−S isolines for global networks still show the
hyperbolic shape. Fig. 2 shows G−S isolines for PA6, a configuration connecting the three North American deserts with three
South American deserts (Table 1). The 1-y isoline with variable
load has higher demand for G and S than indicated by the 1-y
isoline with constant load, and a lower one than indicated by the
constant-load 20-y G−S isoline (SI Materials and Methods).
For all networks, we use uniform G across sites to simplify the
analysis. Within-network optimization of G across a set of 100
globally distributed sites was at most 2.4% better than optimization with uniform G across these sites. The calculation of G−S
isolines is described in SI Materials and Methods; empirically
derived G−S isolines can be approximated with simple functions.

Comparison of Solar Networks with G−S Isolines. Comparing the
G−S isolines of several networks provides a visual illustration of
how much each network is affected by intermittency, or, in other
words, which networks need the least G and S. Fig. 1 compares
the G−S isolines for a 1-MW load supplied by an isolated site in
the Mojave, a network linking the three North American deserts
(NA3) and four Pan-American networks that connect NA3 with the
Atacama in Chile and adjacent deserts in Argentina and Bolivia
(PA6, PA8, PA11, PA18, Table 1). Sites were selected based on high
insolation and geographical spread. With the same G as the PanAmerican networks, the Mojave site and NA3 need, respectively,
the most and second-most S due to the lower insolation of the North
American deserts and because the low geographic spread of NA3
offers only little compensation of intermittency. Connecting both
hemispheres by linking NA3 with South American deserts in PA6
lowers the amount of S required. The least S is required for PA18.
This is remarkable as PA18 includes the same six high-insolation
deserts as PA6, PA8, and PA11 plus 12 lower-insolation sites. The
reason for its lower storage requirements is that its larger geographic
spread increases the number of sites that are unaffected by attenuation at a given time. Attenuation events on a 1- to 60-min timescale do not usually cover large areas due to the low correlation of
such events across distances of 200 km or more (28).
Generally, G−S isolines are shifted to the right or upward
(implying, respectively, higher G and S) for configurations covering fewer time zones, fewer degrees of latitude, or fewer sites.
Connecting time zones decreases the effects of day and night;
connecting both hemispheres compensates low winter insolation.
G−S isolines give precise numbers for the substitution of S by G
and vice versa. They also indicate the potential for substitution of
G and S through transmission lines. The required G and S can be

Table 1. Sites of 1° × 1° included in the configurations in Fig. 1 and their basic characteristics
Name
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Mojave
NA3
PA6
PA8
PA11
PA18

Sites*

Sites

Maximum night
hours, h

Maximum, minimum
insolation, kWh·m−2·d−1

Mojave desert
Three North American deserts: Mojave, Sonoran, Chihuahuan
NA3 and Atacama, Bolivia Litoral, Catamarca
PA6 and two tropical sites: Caatinga, Sechura I
PA8 and southern extension: Catamarca, Peru Interoceanica, Sechura II
PA11 and seven additional sites for extended geographic distribution
(locations 1, 10, 18, 23, 33, 53, and 69 in Table S1)

1
3
6
8
11
18

14
14
9
8
8
7

9.49,0.35
9.05,1.05
7.3,3.1
7.15,3.41
7.31,3.94
6.51,2.35

Size of sites is 1° × 1° ∼111.1 km × cosinus(radians(latitude)) × 40,000 km, i.e., at 0° 111.1 km × 111.1 km = 12,345 km2, or at 36° 111.1 × 90 km = ∼10,000 km2.
*Details in SI Materials and Methods and Table S1.
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Fig. 2. G−S isolines for configuration PA6 (Table 1) for optimization over
between 1 and 20 y and a 1-MW load. Years used: 1986, 1986–1987, 1986–
1990, 1986–1995, and 1986–2005.
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reduced through adding sites, yet this necessitates additional
transmission lines, showing a tradeoff between costs of feasible
pairs (G,S) and transmission costs. The least and most spatially
extended configurations, NA3 and PA18, need, respectively, the
lowest and highest total length of transmission lines but the
highest and lowest amount of S for a given G and vice versa (Fig.
1). With the completion of the first very long distance highvoltage direct current (HVDC) lines of 1,000 miles or more in
2010 (29), further rapid cost decreases for HVDC lines are
expected from the combined effects of learning and economy of
scale (30), indicating the relevance of this tradeoff.
If transmission costs were forbidding, large networks would be
impractical. With the advent of long-distance HVDC transmission
(29, 30) and its practicality with the breakthrough of circuit breakers
in 2013, transmission costs have decreased to such an extent that,
for example, even a HVDC submarine cable between Europe and
the United States has been calculated to be profitable for peak load
(30). When comparing networks of increasing geographic extension,
the minimal costs of their respective feasible pairs (G,S) show the
maximal acceptable transmission costs for which the network would
still be profitable.
To illustrate this, we calculate minimal electricity costs from an
isoline with two different cost estimates for PV generation capacity
G and battery storage S, $1,000/kWp (kilowatt peak) and $700/kWp
for G and $250/kWh and $125/kWh for S (SI Materials and Methods:
“high” and “intermediate” estimates). This gives the following two
minimal cost estimates for dispatchable electricity without considering transmission: $207/MWh and $127/MWh for the Mojave,
$171/MWh and $106/MWh for NA3, and $88/MWh and $55/MWh
for PA6 (Table S2). Transmission costs increase sublinearly with line
length (see SI Materials and Methods). With transmission costs of
$3.50/MWh for NA3 and $24.50/MWh for PA6 (SI Materials and
Methods), the resulting total electricity costs including transmission
are $174.50/MWh and $109.50/MWh for NA3 and $112.50/MWh
and $79.50/MWh for PA6. Even if transmission costs were several
times higher, linking locations so that they form these networks gives
electricity at lower costs than electricity from these locations if they
are not linked. Using costs of dispatchable electricity from feasible
pairs (G,S) allows an assessment of the maximum transmission costs
such that networks would still be profitable. Thus, G−S isolines
support a comparison of solar networks of different geographical
spread to achieve optimal costs for dispatchable electricity.
Finding Cost-Optimal Feasible Pairs of (G,S). Generally, G−S isolines
are shifted to the right or upward when more years of insolation are included, since this raises the probability of serious
Grossmann et al.

attenuation events. Fig. 2 shows G−S isolines from optimization
time periods ranging from 1 y to 20 y for PA6 (the load is again
1 MW). The difference between the isolines from 5 y and 10 y of
data are much higher than the difference between the isolines
from 10 y or 20 y. The similarity of the isolines calculated from
time periods of different lengths and their seeming convergence
to an upper limit for all configurations considered here suggests
that it may be possible to estimate G−S isolines with minimum
G and S that are valid for very long time periods by increasing
the values obtained from shorter time periods by some percentage. Future research should address this possibility.
G−S isolines can be used to evaluate storage options for
lowering costs, both for large-scale distributed networks and for
small installations. Fig. 3 illustrates this for the Pan-American
configuration PA6 using a family of five G−S isolines that are
derived, respectively, from 20 y of insolation data (1986−2005),
1 y of data (1986), 20 y with average insolation on each day, and
composite years built from the least (most) solar insolation
found for each specific day across the 20 y considered. We refer
to the latter three as G−S isolines for average, minimum, and
maximum insolation. The G−S isoline for average insolation is to
the left of the isoline determined with the actual 20-y data, implying lower values of G and S (Fig. 3). This is because averaging
reduces the influence of serious attenuation events. Hence, the
corresponding values of S will not be sufficient for all cases.
Maximal feasible pairs (G,S) are given by the G−S isoline for
minimum insolation. Fig. 3 (Top) shows how the G−S isoline
calculated from 20 y of actual insolation data are enclosed by the
pessimistic G−S isoline for minimum insolation and the optimistic
isolines obtained from average and maximum insolation. This
bracketing of the G−S isoline obtained from 20 y of data with
theoretical minimum and maximum isolines provides another way

Fig. 3. (Top) G−S isolines for PA6 calculated respectively for 20 y (1986−
2005), 1 y (1986), average insolation, minimum insolation, and maximum
insolation. (Bottom) Electricity costs for the above G−S isolines.
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to assess the trustworthiness of this isoline. Below, we apply this
analysis to guide combination of different types of storage.
G−S isolines can be approximated with simple functions.
Negative exponential functions are well suited for the asymptotic
behavior of S for high values of G. The hyperbolic behavior of
storage at low values of G requires a very large coefficient
(4.08e7 in Eq. 1); this approximation is only possible within
a limited range of G and S. We tested hundreds of isolines;
minimum costs of electricity were always in the range of G and S
that can be approximated with an exponential function.
Let ðx; f ðxÞÞ be a feasible pair with f ðxÞ the storage for generation capacity x and gðxÞ the approximation to f(x). Then
ðx; f ðxÞÞ is approximated by ðx; gðxÞÞ. For configuration PA6 with
a 1-MW load we obtain (using kilowatts and kilowatt hours to
avoid decimal places) (Fig. S6):
gðxÞ = 4:08e7 expð−0:0013xÞ + 11;000;

[1]

with an error for x ∈ ½5;000; 12;000 between −9.5% and 11.5%.
Such functions allow constructing analytic equations that give the
feasible pair ðx; gðxÞÞ for minimum costs of electricity. The cost c
for 1 MWh electricity with ðx; gðxÞÞ using battery storage and
excluding transmission costs is
cðxÞ = px + qgðxÞ + r;
c½$; p½$=MWp; x½MWp; q½$=MWh; g½MWh; r½$

[2]

with p levelized cost of 1 MWp of G, q levelized cost of 1 MWh
of S (31, 32), and r fixed costs per 1 MWh for this installation.
This equation is valid for lithium ion battery storage used in solar
installations. Li ion storage has many technological advantages
and seems to become cost competitive (SI Materials and Methods).
Li ion batteries have high round-trip efficiency of >90%. Typically,
battery storage capacity S can be charged or discharged within at
most 1 h ð>1 S=hÞ. Batteries handle interruptions in power well
(31), for example in uninterruptible power supply packs. Other
forms of storage need different versions of Eq. 2. For example,
compressed air energy storage (CAES) needs the term qgðxÞ for
its storage capacity and additional terms for its power concerning
maximum charging and necessary output. One form of CAES
consumes fuel, which would need an additional term in Eq. 2.
With dcðxÞ=dx = 0 for minimization of cðxÞ and using Eq. 1 for
configuration PA6, the cost-optimal feasible x is
 


p
p
x=x
= −770 ln 0:000019
:
[3]
q
q
Fig. 3 (Bottom) shows electricity costs for the G−S isolines from
Fig. 3 (Top) with costs of $1,000/kWp for PV ($800/kWp to
$1,500/kWp; see ref. 33 and SI Materials and Methods) and
$200/kWh for battery storage [(33) and SI Materials and Methods].
In the last 15 y, the cost p of generation capacity has decreased
more rapidly than the cost q of storage. Given expected further
changes of p=q, the calculation of the cost-optimal pair from the
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Fig. 4. G−S isoline for an NA3 configuration of the US Solar Grand Plan
with ∼3 TW of power (12, 20) with (G,S) as calculated by Fthenakis et al. (20)
and cost optimization based on G−S isolines using present new values for
costs of PV and storage.

ratio p=q is of great interest. Fig. 4 compares the optimal feasible
pair from the Solar Grand Plan (12, 20) with the optimal feasible
pair found with the G−S isolines at 2012 costs. The latter
requires less than 1/3 of the storage assumed by Zweibel et al.
(12) at 28% higher generation capacity (21). Fig. 4 also shows
that our calculation is compatible with the Solar Grand Plan (12,
20), as their optimal pair lies within the “secure” area given by
the isoline (note that G and S in the Grand Plan are slightly
higher than the extreme values given by our optimization). This
figure also demonstrates an application of G−S isolines to the
terawatt scale.
In nondesert areas, the approximating functions can have
higher maximum error as already 1 y of exceptionally bad
weather can considerably deform the G−S isoline. In such cases,
the cost-optimal feasible pair ðG; SÞ can be found using the
tangent of the G−S isoline with inclination p=q (Fig. 4).
The cost-optimal feasible pair can also be found numerically
by multiplying G,S with their respective levelized annual costs,
adding these two costs, and dividing the result by the integral over the load for 1 y. With the capital return factor CRF =
0.066 (6% interest rate, 40-y lifetime) and costs of $700/kWp
of installed PV, yearly PV costs are $46.52/kWp per year.
With CRF for batteries (6% interest rate, 20-y lifetime) = 0.087
and battery costs of $125/kWh, yearly costs of batteries are
$10.90/kWh per year. With these costs for PV and batteries, the
optimal feasible pair (7,549, 12,914) (Table S2) of PA6 for 1-MW
load, i.e., 8,760 MWh per year, gives dispatchable electricity at
(7,549 × $46.52 + 12,914 × $10.90)/8,760MWh = $56.15/MWh.
Optimal costs are found by comparing all cost numbers of an
isoline; see Table S2 with data and costs for three G−S isolines
from Fig. 1.
Effective Management Based on G−S Isolines. For high penetration
with solar electricity a large number and variety of generation
capacities, storage, transmission lines and power electronics will
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Table 2. Characteristics of different storage types
Storage type

Costs capacity,
$/kWh

CAES
Heat storage
Batteries
Supercapacitors
Fly wheels
Super conducting

very low
low
high
very high
high
very high

Costs power,
$/kW

Round-trip
efficiency, %

Type of
electricity

Long-term
storage (>2 d)

Handles
peak power

Intermediate to high
intermediate
low
low
intermediate
low

50–70
60–70
85–93
95
70–90
98

AC
AC
DC
DC
AC
DC

yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes

no
no
good
excellent
fair
excellent

All types are available; CAES, heat storage, and batteries are proven technologies.
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Fig. 5. G−S isolines for comparison of storage types with different roundtrip efficiencies: ideal storage with 0% loss, storage with 20% loss, and
storage with 40% loss (configuration NA3, per 1 MW of load).

be used. We will apply G−S isolines to support optimization
combining different types of storage with different advantages
and disadvantages (Table 2). Battery storage is expensive while
offering important advantages including high round-trip efficiency > 90% and high power relative to the storage capacity S
for both charging and discharging; typically, S can be discharged
within 1 h ð ∼ 1 S=hÞ. Brief events of simultaneous low radiation
in geographically well-distributed locations, as described in ref.
34, need high power. Batteries handle interruptions in power
well (34), for example in uninterruptible power supply packs.
G−S isolines facilitate analyzing the issue of power for Li ion
batteries with feasible pairs (G,S). The highest charging power
among all networks considered in Table 1 comes from PA6, as
the other networks additionally have locations with lower insolation. Each feasible pair (G,S) gives the highest charging power
as a function of G and the capacity to accept this charge
through its S. The cost-optimal feasible pair with the highest G is
(7,409 kWp; 12,787 kWh) (SI Materials and Methods and Table
S2). G = 7,409 kWp gives up to ∼7,409 kW, as the solar constant
is ∼1 kW. The storage of 12,787 kWh in this feasible pair could
accept 1 S/h, i.e., 12,787 kWh within 1 h, so it could even cope
with PV up to 12,787 kWh. Scaling this to the available G gives
7,409/12,787 = 0.58 S. Meeting the load of 1,000 kW through
discharging needs 1,000/12,787 S/h, i.e., ∼0.08 S/h. Time series
on actual load from European Network of Transmission System
Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E) show a variation in the load
by factor 2.5 on an hourly scale. PA6 has the shortest nighttime,
with ∼9 h; meeting the load here might thus require ∼2.5/9 S/h =
0.28 S/h. This is much less than the possible 1 S/h. Hence, with
respect to power, even low-cost batteries may suffice.
In comparison with batteries, CAES can provide large energy
storage at low costs [between $20/kWh (32) and $60/kWh (31)] if
its compressed air is stored in underground caves that previously
held natural gas (costs can vary significantly and are site specific). Rastler (31) reports that the incremental cost of an additional hour of storage once the cavern has been developed is
$1/kW to $5/kW. CAES has a low round-trip efficiency of ∼50%
for storage times above 1−2 d, considerably increasing costs (Fig. 5).
One may benefit from the low storage costs of CAES to the degree
that CAES is charged only with excess electricity, does not use fuel,
and is equipped with low power. Unless configurations are dispersed over a sufficient number of time zones, they experience
nighttime. The power of storage of such configurations must be at
least equal to the maximum load during nighttime.
For batteries, Eq. 2 takes these cost factors into account. We
use configuration PA6 to describe a management scheme for
dealing with unprecedented periods of long-term below-average
insolation. Batteries are used as the main storage for this scheme,
supported by CAES with very low power but large energy storage.
Grossmann et al.

Unprecedented periods of long-term low insolation put the dispatchability of a configuration at risk, even if calculated from a 20-y
database. Maintaining adequate reserve capacity for rare uses can
impose a substantial cost on the energy system, analogous to the
high marginal cost associated with peak power production in
existing systems.
Eq. 2 shows minimum electricity costs for about 7.3 MWp G
for each 1-MW load over a 20-y time horizon. This holds for
costs of G between $800/kWp and $1,500/kWp and costs of
battery storage between $120/kWh and $350/kWh (including
interest and depreciation; see SI Materials and Methods). As seen
in Fig. 3 (Top), increasing G by 10% but keeping the values of S
in all pairs ðG; SÞ of the 20-y isoline gives a new G−S isoline with
a very similar shape as the isoline for minimum insolation for
values G ≥ 6 MWp. As the isoline for minimum insolation would
have given dispatchability even if all low-insolation events within
the 20 y considered had occurred in 1 y, the 10% increase of G
markedly enhances the protection against poor-insolation events
of unprecedented severity. We add G in the form of CAES, as
CAES provides electricity using its own generation capacity.
In PA6, the average insolation over 1 y is 2,233 kWh/m2. This
is 25.5% of a constant insolation of 1 kW/m2 over the 8,760 h of
1 y, i.e., 25.5% is the capacity factor of PV in PA6, as the capacity
factor gives the average actual energy from a given G over 1 y
compared with the theoretical maximum energy that G could
generate over 1 y. For solar, the actual insolation over 1 y (with
day and night, seasons, and attenuation) is compared with a
constant insolation of 1 kW/m2, which represents the solar constant. With the capacity factor of CAES of ∼90%, we calculate the
required G (not S) in the form of CAES to give the same amount
of electricity over 1 y as would be obtained with 10% more G in
the form of PV as 10% × 0.25/0.90 = 2.7%; 2.7% more is an almost negligible amount of additional power. To verify that these
predicted 2.7% are sufficient throughout the 20 y considered, we
performed a sensitivity analysis with the most severe attenuation
event within these 20 y when the storage of PA6 was fully depleted
(the optimization allows momentary depletion of the storage as
long as dispatchability is maintained throughout an event).
For the sensitivity analysis, we equip CAES with three sizes of
power: 2%, 5%, and 10% of the load. CAES charges the batteries preemptively when their charge is below the maximum and
weather forecasts predict insolation considerably below the longterm average. In Fig. 6, CAES is activated on December 12,
1986, when the main storage is below its maximum but still well
charged, and switched off on December 30. Use of CAES to
provide 2% additional power improves the minimum charge in
the main storage from 0 to 4 MWh; 4 MWh could meet the load
for 4 h on December 23, the most challenging day (Fig. 6). Fig.
S7 shows details of charging and discharging for a similarly
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Fig. 6. Effective use of CAES at very low power for anticipatory management to cope with an event of extremely low insolation.
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challenging day. Charging with 5% lifts the charge in the main
storage to 9 MWh, which is the amount needed during the
longest nighttime in PA6 (9.2 h); 10% additional power (Fig. 6)
lifts the remaining charge on December 23 above the charge on
a normal day (e.g., December 12), which is excessive. Thus, 2%
of additional power is sufficient.
This example demonstrates how G−S isolines can support
testing different storage strategies for dealing with situations of
extremely poor insolation. It also shows how G−S isolines support research on combining different forms of storage. A more
detailed analysis of the additional costs from using CAES is beyond
the scope of this paper. The management scheme described above
uses only CAES with very low power but for extended periods of
time, thus decreasing depreciation costs. As CAES is charged only
with excess electricity, no additional PV is needed. Otherwise, Fig. 5
would show the cost increase due to loss of electricity in storage.
Costs from loss are minimized as batteries are the main storage and
CAES uses only excess electricity. As excess electricity often costs
money—typical costs at the Leipzig electricity stock market are, to
date, $20/MWh—charging storage with excess electricity could
increase profitability.
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Discussion
G−S isolines support planning and optimizing solar installations
for dispatchable electricity. They facilitate site selection for large
dispersed solar networks, support optimal choice among large
configurations of solar sites, and allow optimization of G and
S for both large-scale networks and smaller solar installations.
Approximating functions as well as tangents to the G−S isolines
allow cost optimization under changing cost ratios of G and S.
G−S isolines, if evaluated with levelized costs of G and S, give
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cost curves for dispatchable electricity, based on which cost-optimal
combinations of G and S can be determined. The storage management developed here extends the possibilities for cost optimization in situations of far below average insolation, analogous
to the “merit order” approach that is used to bring generation
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can be calculated in advance for operators of small solar installations, giving them a tool for assessment of possibilities and
limitations of their configuration. G−S isolines support planning,
optimizing, and operating solar installations of different sizes,
thus extending the potential of solar energy to become a major
component of the global energy system.
Materials and Methods
A G−S isoline is the curve combining minimal G and S along which a constant
or variable load is met. To calculate the isolines, electricity from solar insolation at each location is added to the storage as long as capacity permits
and the load is subtracted hourly as long as storage permits. The isolines
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of decreasing S2, S3, . . .. (see SI Materials and Methods).
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